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A Developer's Guide to Data Modeling for SQL Server: Covering SQL Server 2005 and 2008Addison Wesley, 2008
Model SQL Server Databases That Work Better, Do More, and Evolve More Smoothly 

Effective data modeling is essential to ensuring that your databases will perform well, scale well, and evolve to meet changing requirements. However, if you’re modeling databases to run on Microsoft SQL Server 2008 or 2005, theoretical...
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Hacking Digital Cameras (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Why waste a thousand words?
    Photos tell stories. And the more you can do with your digital camera, the better the story you can tell. So build a remote control and sneak up on that picture that keeps eluding you. Create an adapter that lets you use SLR-type lenses on your point-and-shoot. Play with lens magnification or create a pinhole...
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Use Cases: Requirements in Context, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
This book describes how to gather and define software requirements using a process based on use cases. It shows systems analysts and designers how use cases can provide solutions to the most challenging requirements issues, resulting in effective, quality systems that meet the needs of users.

Use Cases, Second Edition:...
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Microsoft Sql Server 7.0 Database Implementation Training KitMicrosoft Press, 1999
This training teaches IS professionals and SQL developers how to implement database solutions using the latest version of the Microsoft SQL Server relational database management system. Students will gain an understanding of the product's architecture and, through the accompanying labs, attain hands-on experience with the procedures to plan,...
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Java & Databases (Innovative Technology Series)ISTE Publishing Company, 2002
Of interest to programmers, database managers, systems designers, and multimedia academics, this book describes the use of the programming language Java in data storage management control. Some topics are Java and OQL, the seamless persistence option for Java, implementing a search engine using an OODBA, triggers in Java-based...
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MySQL Administrator's Bible (Bible (Wiley))John Wiley & Sons, 2009
With special focus on the next major release of MySQL, this resource provides a solid framework for anyone new to MySQL or transitioning from another database platform, as well as experience MySQL administrators. The high-profile author duo provides essential coverage of the fundamentals of MySQL database management—including MySQL’s...
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Come, Let's Play: Scenario-Based Programming Using LSCs and the Play-EngineSpringer, 2003


	This book does not tell a story. Instead, it is about stories. Or rather, in

	technical terms, it is about scenarios. Scenarios of system behavior. It concentrates

	on reactive systems, be they software or hardware, or combined

	computer-embedded systems, including distributed and real-time systems.




	We propose a...
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MySQL Cookbook: Solutions for Database Developers and AdministratorsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		MySQL’s popularity has brought a flood of questions about how to solve specific problems, and that’s where this cookbook is essential. When you need quick solutions or techniques, this handy resource provides scores of short, focused pieces of code, hundreds of worked-out examples, and clear, concise explanations for...
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Code Centric: T-SQL Programming with Stored Procedures and TriggersApress, 2001

	If you want to learn how to write stored procedures and triggers for Microsoft SQL Server, Code Centric: T-SQL Programming with Stored Procedures and Triggers is the book for you. Youll learn real-world coding and how to build non-trivial applications. All of the examples covered in the book are available for download, making it easier...
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Pro SQL Server 2005 AssembliesApress, 2005
The main aim of this book is to show you each of the different types of .NET assemblies now
possible within SQL Server 2005. This is a major leap in technology for developers and database
administrators alike. Knowing when, how, and why to use this technology is crucial in
continuing to offer stable and efficient database servers and...
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PostgreSQL 8 for Windows (Database Professional's Library)McGraw-Hill, 2007
For most Windows users, the word database is synonymous with the Microsoft Access product. Microsoft Access provides a simple graphical interface for creating data tables, and the reports necessary to view the data. However, Access has its limitations, especially in a multi-user environment. This book shows how to overcome these limitations by...
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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2005: T-SQL Programming (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
This thorough, hands-on reference for database developers and administrators delivers expert guidance on sophisticated uses of Transact-SQL (T-SQL)—one of the most familiar and powerful programming languages for SQL Server. Written by a T-SQL guru, this guide focuses on language features and how they are interpreted and processed by the...
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